1. Introduction. In this note we study those elements of a complemented modular lattice whose complements are unique. We show that these elements are simply the neutral 1 elements of the lattice. It is also shown that an element with unique complement decomposes the lattice into a direct product of sublattices.
2 Hence if the lattice is indecomposable, each element not the null or unit element must have at least two complements. In case the lattice is of finite dimensions these results give a new proof of the Birkhofï-M enger 3 theorem that a complemented modular lattice of finite dimensions is a direct product of projective geometries and a Boolean algebra.
Although the existence of points and divisor-free elements is postulated, no chain conditions are assumed and the proofs are purely combinatorial. Hence each element of © is the union of the points which it divides and the crosscut of its divisor-free divisors.
If S is a set of elements of ©, u(S) (k(S)) will denote the union (crosscut) of the elements of S. If a z © we denote the set of points p (divisor-free elements q) such that aop (qoa) by P a ((?«). If @ is the direct product of the sublattices ©i and ©2, we write © = ©iX©2.
An element a of © is said to be neutral if (a, [b, c] ([a, x, y] , [a', x, y] Then [a, (b, c) [a, b] , [a, c] ) by Theorem 3.1. Hence a is neutral. Conversely let a be neutral and let a' be a complement of a. Suppose that a' has a second complement ai. Then a = (a, [ai, a'] 
PROOF. We show first that x = ([a, x], [a' f x]) any x t ©. By Lemma 3.2, x = (u(S), u(S')) where 5 (S') is the set of points divisible by x and a (a'). Hence S = P[ a ,x] and S' = P[ a >, X ]-Thus # = ([#, x], [a'> x]). If x = (xi, X2) where aoxu a'DX2, then x\-\a y x] and X2=[a
] = [ai, (fa, ci) ] = [a, (fa, ci) ] = (fa, ci) = (
